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P O V Z E T E K - lYedstavljeao je fisifcalno ia matematično ogrodje za obravnavo prenosnih pojavov tal
jenja ni strjevanja med hipotetičnimi tetkimi aesgodaari v jednldh elektrarnah. Osredotočeno je na popis 
ntnstaljrat porazdelitve temperatar, luttosti ia kanceatradj sestavin ntcd tiHnnai dogodki. Ogrodja 
temelji aa fmnmliciji kontinauma mešanice kompoaeat ia fax, v obtild robno območnih tntegralskih enačb, 
ki so secUvIjena na podlagi fnadamentalnereiitve Laplace-ove enač i l Forunuacija lahko popnuje stevnme 
trdno-tekoce pod aiitf aw na nodbua specifičnih sldopitvenih relacij. Izpeljan anteni robno-območnih in-
tegralskih enačb sa popis ohranitve mase, energije, gibalne kofieiae in aeatavia lahko rdimo aa |—•"»gr 
dhaiitnc aproltsfanativne metode robnih elementov. 

A B S T R A C T - A physical and mathematical framework to deal with the transport phenonnma occnrring 
dariag mdtiag and solidification of the hypothetical Nlf P severe acddeala w presented. It concentrate« 
on the transient temperatare, velocity, aad specks concentration distribations daring snch events. The 
framework is based on the Mutate Continuum Formulation of the components and phases, cast in the 
boundary-domain integral shape stractared by the fundamental sohtion of the Laplace'eonauoa. The 
fomnustion ooald cope with varioas soBd-Hqaid sab-«ystems throng the iadnsloa of the specific dosare 
relations. The dedaced system of boandary-doraain integral eqaations lor conservation -of mam, energy, 
momentnm, and species coald be solved by the boundary elemeat discrete approximative method. 

Introduction 
Commercial tight water reactors are designed and constructed with great attention paid to safety. 
Aa a result, it is highly improbable [I) that an accident leading to meltdown of nuclear core will 
occur. However, in the unlikely event of the simultaneous failure of a number of safety systems, 
it is possible that cooling of the core could be completely lost. If this would occur, decay heat 
could cause the reactor core to melt. In the course of such core meltdown accident, molten fuel 
together, with cladding and structural materials (corium) would accumulate in the lower plenum 
of the reactor pressure vessel. This molten material would melt through the pressure vessel in 
approximately one hour after initiation of the accident. The molten core Would then drop onto the 
concrete base structure of the reactor building. The interaction of the core melt with the concrete 
would continue for a long period of time. 

During this interaction, a number of phenomena [2] have an important influence on the sub
sequent course of the accident. These include concrete decomposition, release of steam and gases 
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from the decomposing concrete, chemical reactions of the gases with metallic constituents of the 
melt and within the containment atmosphere, dilution of the molten fuel materials by molten con
crete constituents and alteration of the freezing behaviour of the molten pool. Energy is produced 
internally by decay heat and by exothermic reactions. The molten pool is separated into heavy 
metal layer below and light oxide layer above by a rapid, density driven segregation. In a core melt, 
the oxide is initially composed mainly of ZrOj and UOj mixture, and the metal primarily from Fe, 
Cr and Ni. With the erosion of concrete FeO, CaO, Si03 , AljSij and Cr303 oxides additionally 
form. After some time the boundaries of oxide and metal pools freeze in a fixed (most probable 
axisymmetric) configuration. At present time nobody understands the macro and micro-structure 
of the resolidified core as formed for example is the so called "Elephant Feet" of the Chernobyl 
accident. 

In this article the development boundary-domain integral equations for macroscopic mass, 
momentum, heat, and species transfer is bceing adressed. The solution of these equations, forced 
by plant scale boundary conditions and supported by adequate material properties data, could 
lead to some preliminary description of the macrostructure of the resolidified core and related 
safety important distribution of radiants. 

Melting and Solidification Models on Plant Scale 
There are four principal model development efforts known to date (3], to support the understanding 
of melting and solidification interactions under reactor accident conditions. 

The CORCON model {4] is beeing developed for the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commision 
and is used in the Souce Term Code Package, the MELCOR accident analysis code, and in the 
CONTAIN model of containment response under accident conditions. The WECHSL code [5] is 
beeing developed at the KFK. Its technical sophistication is rather similar to that of CORCON 
through models in the codes differ in detail. The DECOMP model [6] is beeing developed by 
the IDCOR project for the MAAP accident analysis code. It is somewhat more simplified than 
either CORCON or WECHSL. The VANESA model [7] is a model of the radionuclide and aerosol 
generation that accompanies core debris interactions with concrete. It has been developed in 
conjunction with the CORCON code. 

In all of the cited models, core debris interactions with concrete, and later in the accident 
with subconcrete layers, are portrayed as a problem in heat transfer only with heat conduction 
as an exclusive internal transport mechanism. Heat conduction is accompanied by sophisticated 
boundary conditions for axial and radial heat transfer to the concrete, heat transfer beetwen the 
oxide and metal pools of core debris, and upward heat transfer to the containment atmosphere. 

Due to numerous important physical phenomena (for example natural convection in the melt, 
species redistribution etc.) that could not be modelled by heat conduction only, is the actual 
soltdilkation behaviour of oxide and metal layers expected to be much different as currently 
simulated. 

In order to adequately model different melting and solidification phenomena of severe acci
dents it is essential to couple the plant scale models with the macroscopic scale models and the 
macroscopic scale models with the microscopic scale models. 

Melting and Solidification Models on Macroscopic Scale 
The modelling [8, 9] of macroscopic phenomena of severe accidents involves coupled treatment of 
phase transformation kinetics, solid mechanics, and particularly the transport phenomena, where 
the conservation of mass, energy, momentum, and species have to be taken into account. 

The first relevant macroscopic systems of equations for coupled transport phenomena treatment 
was developed in 1970 by Molirabiaii ot al. [10] and utilises the one-phase equations for the solid 
and the liquid regions.- In the mushy zone ideal mixture theory elements were used to derive 
equation which relates the local liquid volume fraction with the local temperature, the local liquid 
composition and the local velocity. This description is known as Mixture Theory Formulation. It 
has a serious computational disadvantage that the mushy-solid and the mushy-Uqnid interfaces 
are explicitly present. The discrete approximative modelling of such system requires the use of 
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the front tracking (or two-domain) principle where the mesh has to be updated at each time-step 
in order to capture the moving interfaces. 

This difficulty has been set out by Bennon and Incropera in 1987 {11). Insted of treating the 
solid, mushy and liquid regions as separate domains, one set of transport equations is formulated 
for which a fixed grid (or one-domain), conventional non-linear numerical algorithms could be 
used. This Mixture Continuum Formulation has been derived by ideal inert mixture assumptions 
which implies the local thermodynamic equilibrium of all phases and components. 

Recently, Beckermann and Ni [12] derived the Two-Phase Averaged Formulation through rig
orous volume averaging of the microscopic or exact equations for the solid and the liquid phases 
together with the averaged interfaeial balances. This model allows, in contrast to the other two 
cited models, coupling between the processes occurring on the microscopic and macroscopic scales. 
It also overcomes the most severe local thermodynamic equilibrium limitation of the mixture con
tinuum model on the expense of separate governing conservation equations for each phase. The 
suitable closure relations for this model are not deduced yet. The" numerical solution is of the 
same principal type as in the Mixture Continuum Formulation. 

The status of boundary element method (BEM) applications in melting and solidification 
problems has been recently surveyed in a specialized chapter [13]. Due to the demonstrated [14) 
efficiency of BEM for solving nonlinear transport phenomena, a great interest exists to enable this 
method also for coping with extremely non-linear coupled transport of mass, energy, momentum, 
and species during melting and solidification. The principal incitement for this work was to formu
late a proper boundary-domain integral equivalent of conservation equations that are compatible 
witb the Mixture Continuum Formulation, and which are able to describe the macrastructure of 
the melts as they appear in severe accidents. 

Mathematical Formulation 
The general Mixture Continuum Formulation is obtained by writing the microscopic conservation 
equations for the solid and for the liquid phase and assuming interphase term cancellation when 
adding this equations in a one-phase form. The formulation has been applied [15] to various solid-
liquid sub-systems by the inclusion of the specific closure relations. In this work an emphasis is 
put on development of boundary-domain integral description of the sufficiently general Mixture 
Continuum Formulation in which for example mushy fluid model or columnar dendritic models 
with dispersed or distinct microstructures and nature of species redistribution could be built in. 

Mass Conservation Let us assume a multiconstituent system composed of L species defined 
on a fixed domain Q with boundary I\ Species are denoted with volume fractions Cl, volume 
fractions C | in solid phase S and volume fractions C£ in liquid phase £. Because no porosity 
is assumed Y^isi Cl — I and Cl = C | + CL

C. The mass conservation compatible with the the 
assumed Mixture Continuum Formulation is written for incompressible media 

V V = 0, / Vr-rfr^O, (1) 

where V presents the mixture velocity. Initial and boundary conditions are 

v(p,to) = Vo(p)-, p e n e r , v(P,o = vr(p,0; per^ . (2) 

r& presents Dirichlet boundary for mass conservation. The following constraints are necessary 
for a well posed problem 

v v o = 0i pen, Vo(p)nr = vr(p,<o)nr(p); pe r^ . (3) 

Mouieutum Conservation of the assumed Mixture Continuum Formulation is written for the 
incompressible media with the density po, newtonian fluid, laminar flow, porous media mushy 
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region, and rigidity of the solid phase 

dV 
Po -jj- + Ao(V V)V = -VP + f + nV'V -Vft x(V x V ) - vV, (4) 

where V presents velocity, P pressure, fi viscosity, and v porous media related coefficient, ft and v 
have the following general dependence on the temperature T, species concentrations and absolute 
velocity 

/i = p(T,C'), i/ = i/(r,CMV|). (5) 

Body force f could be typically expressed as temperature and concentration Boussincsq buoyancy 
with respect to reference temperature Tr and concentrations C* 

L 

f = fT + ]Cfc«, tT = -g/h(T,Cl){T-Tr), tc .ss-ffc .f .r .C'MC'-C*). (6) 

The equation (4) is solved under Dirichlet and Neumann pressure boundary conditions 

P(P,0 = *KP.O; P erg, (7) 
where Tj, presents the Dirichlet pressure boundary. rjl should occupy at least one point of T. 
Neumann pressure boundary conditions are derived from Dirichlet mass conservation boundary 
conditions through 

Ponr ~ + *>nr • ((Vr • V)Vr) = 

- B r V P + u r f + ttr(pVaVr)-nr(V^x(VxVr))-nr(fVr); p e r ? , (8) 

where r£ = r& presents Neumann boundary for the pressure. The formulation of the boundary-
domain integral equations for solving governing momentum transport equation follows the next 
steps: (A) Derivation of the Consistent Pressure Poisson Equation (CPPE) by taking the diver
gence of the equation (4). (B) Formulation of Direct Inverse Consistent Pressure Poisson Equation 
(DICPPE) by weighting the CPPE by the Green function T* of the Laplace equation over domain 
0. T* has the following property 

/ ?(P) v 2 r ( P ; s) «/n = c*(n, s) ?(*), c*(n,«) = / v » r (P; s) <m, (9) 
Jn Jn 

when weighting an "arbitrary" function T. The explicit forms for T* in two and three dimensional 
planar symmetry are 

r*">-nh«5?T r(I,i'>=4TFT < l0> 
(C) Formulation of the Direct Inverse Consistent Pressure Gradient Poisson equation (DIGPGPE) 

/poV.r[((v.v)v)dr]-jfpo[[((vv)v).v.]vr+[((v.v)v)X(V,xV7-)l]rfn = 

- / v,r(vp-dr)+/ p[(nrv8)vr + (nrx(v,x vr))lrfr-c*(n,s)v.p(s) 

+ /Vsr(fdr)-/[(fVg)vr* + (fx(v,x>r))}ao , 

+ / v,r(^,v-rfT)-/[(»<v,v.v,)vr+(>iv,vx(v»xvr))]<ifl 

- / v«r{(v/ix(VxV))dr] 
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+ / [l(V|ix(Vx v))Vs]vr + [(V|ix(VxV)) x(v,xvr*)]]rfn 

- / (ViO-vwdn, (ii) 
by taking the source system gradient of the DICPPE. The transient term is not present in upper 
equation, reilecting the eqilibrium between pressure and velocity field in incompressible media at 
any time instant. 

The solution procedure for the velocity starts by solving equation (11) for the pressure gradient 
in equilibrium with known initial velocity field (2). Then the velocity at time instant i0 + At is 
explicitly found from equation (4) by approximating its partial time derivative by an appropriate 
forward finite difference and by inserting the previously calculated pressure gradient. 

Energy Conservation of the assumed Mixture Continuum Formulation is written for the incom
pressible media, Fourier constitutive relation for the heat flux, with no internal energy transfer by 
radiation and with no mechanical or viscous dissipation 

Po^ + PoVVH = V(kVT) + q. (12) 

H presents the specific enthalpy and q the heat sources. The specific heat c and the thermal 
conductivity k are both assumed temperature and concentration dependent 

k = k{T, Cl) = k0 + * T ( T ) + kTC{T, C% c = c(T, C') = co + cr(T) + crc(T, Cl). (13) 

General enthalpy-temperature constitutive relation and the melting enthalpy HM depend on 
species concentrations 

H(T,Cl) = j r [c(O,C') + ?~2-{O,Cl)}d0. (14) 

The equation (12) is solved under initial, Uirichlet, Neumann and Robin boundary conditions 

r(p.«o) = 7o(p); P e n © r , (15) 
nv,t) = iHp,ty, per?, (16) 

- JbVT(P)0 = Fr(p,t); p€T?, (17) 

-*VT(p,r) = n[T(p,0-:Zr(p,0]"r(p); p6T?, (18) 

where rf , T$, T$ present the Dirichlet, Neumann, and Robin temperature boundary respectively. 
The formulation of the boundary-domain integral equations for solving the equation (12) follows 

the following steps: (A) Transformation of the governing energy conservation equation into Latent 
Heat Source Equation (LHSE). (B) Reformulation of the KirchhofT Transformed Latent Heat 
Source Equation (KTLHSE) based on the LHSE by using the KirchhofT transform 

r=[TW^)d9 {19) 

(C) Formulation of the direct inverse Kirchhoir transformed latent heat source equation by weight
ing the KTLHSE with T* over domain fi and time interval [to, t0 + At] 

/ W coT(p, to+AOr'(p;s )r f f i - / p*c0T(p,t0)r{p;s)<Kl 
Jn Jn 

/•lo+A« r 

+ / / pooTrvdrdi 
J\0 J\-
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/

««+AI #• 

/ pocTVVTdiadi 

r(«+Af » /t*+AI » /-U+A« 
= / / t0T*VT<fT<ft- / / t , T V r dT«ft + / <?(n,*)kaT{*,t)& 

Ju Jr Jt, Jv Jt, 
,«.+At , to a/f^ , 6 T .0*7 t o , ^ a H j M . f l T ^ C l - . ^ . . 

I kojj^rV&drdt + J I ko^V&Vrdfldt. (20) 

Details of the derivation could be found in [16]. Upper equation is solved for Kirchhoff transformed 
temperature T under following transformed initial and boundary conditions 

T(p,<„)= / rd0; pener, (21) 
JT, *0 

fTriP.t) L 
T{p,t) = !Ld9; per?, (22) 

JT, *O 

- *„ VT(p, f) + to ^ VC = Fr(p, f); p e r ? , (23) 

- t o V T ( p , 0 + t 0 ^ V C ' = 

,T(T(P,I),C'(P,O) jfcT + iT 
- / . T(p,l) + 7 o - / * r7*T C«W-7Kp,l) nr(p); p e r ? . (24) 

Speoicts Conservation of the assumed Mixture Continuum Formulation is written for the in
compressible media and for Fick's constitutive relation of species flux 

aft 
Po^+PoV-VC'^V-idVC1). (25) 

The mass diflusivity and the volume fractions of the constituents in both phases are assumed 
temperature and species dependent 

d = d{T,Cl) = d0 + dT(T) + dTC{T,Cl), CJ = Ci(7-,C'). (26) 

Upper equation is solved under following initial, Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions 

cWo) = cftP); pener, (27) 
C*(P.0 = Cfrp,l); p e r g . , (28) 

-dVCt(p,t) = F'r(p,t); pgrg«, (29) 

where T^t and T^, present Dirichlet and Neumann boundary for species I. 
The formulation of the boundary-domain integral equations for solving the equation (26) follows 

the following steps: {A) Derivation of the KirchhofT IVansformed Species Conservation Equation 
(KTSCE) from the governing species conservation equation by using the Kirclihoff transform 

Jc c' fa 
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where C presents all species except C*. (B) Formulation of the direct inverse KirchhofT trans
formed species conservation equation by weighting the KTSCE with 1» over domain fi and time 
interval [t0,t0 + At] 

,t,+*i , gci 

Jt9 Jn 
Po—'T'dddt 

L i * 7 " ^ « * ™ - ^ JrdoC<vr.drdt+Jt c-(n,.)d0c'(n,t)dt 

rto+At » . art +L Lp°7wvx7c"rdiidt- (3i> 
Upper equation is solved for Kirchhoff transformed species concentration Cl under following trans
formed initial and boundary conditions 

, fCKp.to) d 

c (p,'<>)=/, j-d«; p e n e r , (32) 
fC'r{P.t) d 

(P ,' ) = /c« So P e r ° ' (33) 

art art 

- d0vc'(p,i) + rf0^vr+ dog^vc' = Ff(p,0; pe r? . (34) 

Conclusions 
The formulation of the boundary-domain integral equations for coping with the extremely non
linear coupled macroscopic mass, energy, momentum and species transport in multiconstituent 
solid-liquid phase change systems as appear in severe accidents in nuclear power plants was devel
oped. Details of the derivation are presented in [16]. 

The governing equations are based on the Mixture Continuum Formulation. Their form has 
been assumed general enough to allow the implementation of the closure relations for different 
solid-liquid systems. The main achievement of the present work is the simultaneous inclusion of 
the non-linear material properties, non-linear boundary conditions and non-linear phase change 
effects in the integral equations structured by the Green function of the Laplace Equation. The 
structure of these equations permits straighforward simplifications if some of the initially assumed 
non-linearities are not present in a specific problem. 

The most commonly used discrete approximative procedure for solving the governing set of 
conservation equations is the finite volume method. The presented work presents first steps toward 
the treatment of the transport phenomena during the melting and solidification by the boundary-
domain discrete approximative methods. The derived equations could be solved by the classical 
BEM solution procedure with discretization involving the boundary elements and the domain 
cells. Another attractive alternative for solving these equations is the recently developed Dual 
Reciprocity BEM [18], where the domain integrals transform on the boundary through the use 
of appropriate harmonic spline functions. The proper numerical implementation of the developed 
equations presents current research focus of the author. 
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